Abstract: Circular Electron-Positron Collider(CEPC) is one of the largest plans in high energy physics study at China, which would serve as Higgs Factory firstly and then upgrade to a hadron collider. In this paper we give the 50km and 100km design in both single ring and double ring schemes, including Z boson and W boson and Higgs boson by using the optimized method. Also, we give the potential of CEPC running at Z and W poles. And we analysis the relationship of luminosity with circumference and filling factor, which gives a way to evaluate the choice of geometry. What's more, we compare the nominal performance of CEPC-SPPC and LHC and FCC.
Introduction
After the discovery of Higgs boson on LHC in 2012, it is natural to measure its properties as precise as possible, including mass, spin, CP nature, couplings, and etc. Compared with the International Linear Collider(ILC) working at 250GeV, a circular e + e − collider serving as Higgs Factory seems possible due to the low mass of Higgs. And the circular scheme has the potential to upgrade to a hadron collider for high energy frontier study. There are two ambitious international plans, one is called TLEP(renamed to FCC-ee later) at CERN aiming at constructing a 100km circular Higgs Factory, the other one is a 50km scheme starting from IHEP in Beijing.
Circular Electron-Positron Collider(CEPC) is one of the largest plans in high energy physics study at China, which would serve as Higgs Factory firstly and then upgrade to a 70-100TeV Super Proton-Proton Collider(SPPC) in the same tunnel. The goal of the CEPC is to provide e + e − collisions at the center-of-mass energy of 240GeV where the Higgs events are produced primarily through the interaction e + e − → ZH and to deliver a peak luminosity greater than 1 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 per IP [1] . Z boson and W boson were discovered at LEP, which have made a great contribution to particle physics. As a e + e − collider, CEPC works as a Z or W Factory would be another interesting story. We use an optimized method [2] for parameter choice and compare the results of 50km scheme with 100km imagine in both single ring and double ring designs, which covers the energy region from Z-pole to t-pole. We analysis the relationship of luminosity with circumference and filling factor to evaluate the geometry choice. A comparison of nominal performance of CEPC-SPPC and LHC and FCC is also shown.
Optimized method in parameter choice
The performance of a circular e + e − collider is connected with luminosity, which could be expressed as
where r = σy σx is the aspect ratio of the beam at IP, T 0 is the revolution period, β * y is the beta function at the IP, ξ y is the vertical beam-beam tune shift, N b is the bunch numbers and N e is the population of particle number in one bunch, and the F h is hour glass effect expressed as
where K 0 is the zero order modified Bessel function of the second kind. From eq. (1), it is the beam-beam tune shift that has a significant influence on the luminosity of a collider directly. An optimized method has been well studied in [2] , which has taken several important effects into consideration, such as beam-beam limit coming from beam emittance blow-up, beam lifetime and energy spread limit constrained by beamstrahlung, and so on. Each particle in a beam will feel a strong nonlinear force when the beam encounters the counter rotating beam, which has deleterious effects on the dynamic behavior of the particle. Within this interaction, the particles will suffer from additional heatings, which would cause beam emittance blow-up. This emittance blow-up mechanism has been studied in [3, 4] , one could get the beam-beam limit expressed as:
where N IP is the number of interaction point, τ y is the transverse damping time and T 0 is the revolution time.
Beam lifetime is determined by beamstrahlung in a high energy storage ring collider [5] . In order to achieve the beam lifetime as long as 30 minutes, one should guarantee the relationship between the bunch population and beam size satisfying
where N e is the bunch population, σ x and σ z are the horizontal and longitudinal beam size at IP, α is the fine structure constant, r e is the electron classical radius and η is the energy acceptance of ring.
Taking eq.(3) into eq. (1), one acquires a relationship between luminosity and several key parameters of a collider
where E 0 is the beam energy, I b is the average beam current, P 0 is the synchrotron radiation, N IP is the number of interaction point and L 0 is the peak luminosity. From eq. (5), it tells us that the synchrotron radiation power is one of the pivotal parameters to the luminosity of a circular e + e − collider. Obviously, when one tries to reduce the synchrotron radiation power, it might have deleterious effects on the luminosity.
According to the expression of U 0 = 88.5×10
, there are two ordinary ways to reduce the synchrotron radiation, one is to make the machine working at lower energy, and the other one is to enlarge the bending radius. The former way leads to the plan of making CEPC severing as a Z or W factory, while the latter one puts forward a question: whether a 100km scheme(like FCCee) is better or not. Next, we will show the results by using the optimized method.
Discussion
There are many interesting topics in a circular collider ring design. Next, we will discuss three aspects about the CEPC design.
Single ring v.s. two ring in CEPC baseline design
Two beam pipes are adopted by many e + e − machines, such as BEPC-II, PEP-II, KEKB and DAFNE, because high luminosity could be achieved within a large number of bunches. However, when constraining the synchrotron radiation power no more than 50MW, the average beam current is restricted at the same time because the energy loss from synchrotron radiation is the same within a certain geometry. When choosing the bunch number N b and particle population N e with a reasonable value, the luminosity of CEPC running as a Higgs factory in both one beam pipe and two are the same. Because from eq.(5), one could find that the luminosity is proportional to √ P 0 when fixing the other parameters. It is an economic choice to take one ring scheme for a Higgs factory.
Potential of CEPC running at Z or W poles
There is an active interest in a high-luminosity run of CEPC at the Z and W poles. Due to lower energy of Z and W , the synchrotron radiation in Z and W poles is much lower than a Higgs factory. We give the results of the parameters directly in TABLE 2. It tell us that more than 220 bunch numbers are needed in Z pole to achieve luminosity as high as 1 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 while 60 bunches are enough for W pole to reach the same luminosity. Though the synchrotron radiation power in Z pole is far away from 50MW, it is beyond imagination to arrange 220 equal bunches around the ring within Pretzel Orbit. It is a vain hope to achieve a high luminosity of 1 × 10 35 cm −2 s −1 in Z-pole with a 50km single ring design of CEPC within equal bunches and head-on collision, because electrostatic separators would be full of the ring to separate about 2200 bunches and the pretzel orbit would be too complicated. A bunch train scheme [6] seems hopeful to avoid this problem. However, it will make the length of the interaction regions longer and the machine-detector interface(MDI) design more complicated. So under these considerations, two beam pipes seems better. 
Choice of the geometry
At the moment, different geometric imagines of the future circular collider are warmly under discussion. There are two attracting plans, one is CEPC which is 50km at the preliminary design and the other one is FCC-ee which is 100km. From TABLE 1, one would find that the luminosity per IP in 100km imagine is only 1.6 times than 50km scheme. It is not economic to expense double money to gain about 60% luminosity. However, the 100km imagine could cover the energy range of 175GeV which contains tt experiment and make it possible to upgrade to a 100Tev proton-proton collider. The advantage of a larger geometric is the possibility of higher energy frontier but not luminosity gain. So, one question comes that what size is a better choice for a Higgs factory right now? No matter 50km or 100km, they are general imagines for the future circular collider.It is the circumference and filling factor that affect the synchrotron radiation. We compare the parameters in 50km, 70km and 100km, the results are shown in TABLE 3.
Using the data in TABLE 3, we give the relationship between the luminosity and circumference, which obey a power law as:
0.69612
And it is clearer to show it in Fig. 1 . As is known to all, the synchrotron radiation is directly connected with bending radius when the beam energy is set. Filling factor, which is defined as the length of dipoles in a ring over the circumference of the whole ring, would have an influence on the luminosity under a certain circumference. We choose 50km as example, the relationship between luminosity and filling factor is listed in TABLE 4. The fitting result is in eq. (8) .
0.53155 And it is clearer to show it in Fig. 2 . It is the circumference and filling factor that affect the synchrotron radiation. We compare the parameters in 50km, 70km and 100km, the results are shown in TA-BLE 3.
In order to evaluate the geometry choice, we combine eq. (7) and eq. (8) and give the result in Fig. 3 . According to Fig. 3 , the longer in circumference and the higher in filling factor, the higher of luminosity. However, double size in circumference does not give a twice gain in luminosity from eq. (7), and a suitable filling factor should be taken into consideration because one should make room for other insertions around the ring. For a 50km design of circular electron positron collider, a filling factor from 60% to 80% is reason due to the design of other function insertions. And our choice is marked with a diamond in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 .
The relationship of luminosity with circumference and filling factor. The shadow area shows the reasonable choice from experince. The diamond represents the choice of 50km CEPC design.
Here we compare the nominal performance of CEPC-SPPC with LHC and FCC [7, 8] , and show the luminosity vs. energy in Fig. 4 . For CEPC and FCC-ee, the synchrotron radiation power limits the luminosity. And the expected luminosity in FCC-ee might be too high because the beam-beam parameter in [7] exceeds the beambeam limit according to the theory in [3] . The compare results are shown in TABLE 5. 
Summary
In this paper, we give the results of CEPC performances with different collision energies and geometric layouts, including Z and W and Higgs energy run for 50km and 100km(covered tt) circumference in both single ring and double ring schemes. When limiting the synchrotron radiation power to 50MW and adopting Pretzel Orbit, it is economic to construct a 50km circular electron positron collider rather than a 100km one, and one beam pipe for CEPC serving as a Higgs factory could achieve the same luminosity with double ring scheme. However, under these conditions, it is not so good to expect CEPC working in Z or W poles with high luminosity. What's more, we studied the relationship of luminosity with circumference and filling factor, which could evaluate the geometry choice. A large size of circular collider ring would be more attracting for its ability to upgrade to higher energy proton-proton collider. Also, we compare the nominal performance of the CEPC-SPPC with LHC and FCC, which shows future landscape in the high luminosity and high energy frontier.
